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Massless Dirac fermions
A generic system in particle physics, cosmology, solid state …

Covariant formulation (quantum field theory)         Dirac semimetals (solid state):

Weyl semimetals

Effective low energy description around band crossings in 3D crystals.
* Many thanks to María Vozmediano for sharing some slides



Weyl semimetals

Weyl semimetals without (background) electromagnetic fields (not essential for this talk) 

Fermionic action in the momentum representation:

Separation between two Weyl cones  
                   in energy and momentum

Electronic current 

spacetime dependence  
with smooth deformations

The nodes separation  
acts as a (constant)  
axial gauge field



Axial gauge fields

Strained lattice

Elastic strain tensor:

𝛽 = Grüneisen parameter
Axial magnetic field Axial electric fieldAxial gauge field

a nice review



AAA anomaly
Axial-Axial-Axial anomaly

Anomalous transport:

Three times stronger than the usual axial (axial-vector-vector, AVV) anomaly.

axial current = left - right

chemical potentials

axial

axial

axial



Twisted crystal

axial magnetic field 

no electric field

axial current 

no anomaly

axial charge 
conservation

We twist a rod of a Weyl  
semimetal along its axis 

axial charge density



Chiral sound wave
axial sound

Axial charge conservation

AAA-Anomalous transport

Thermodynamics

+

+

=
Wave equation:

Low-field limit

High-field limit

One-way ticket propagation

Low-field limit High-field limit

velocity



Chiral sound

Velocity of CSW of TaAs

Chiral electronic sound  
mixes with acoustic  
phonons

bulk (B) and shear (G) moduli and density (ρ) of the Weyl crystal

electrons

phonons



Chiral sound and thermodynamics

Standard contribution of phonons to specific heat:
2004.02473

Debye temperature:

comes from
1) density of states:

2) thermal energy:

3) specific heat:

Chiral sound wave contributes to 
the thermal energy:

cutoff

cutoff



Chiral sound and thermodynamics
The specific heat of the twisted sample at low temperature:

chiral sound phonons

For TaAs:

Comparable contributions at the “crossover” temperature

Diffusive/dissipative effects, the dispersion:

Diffusion is negligible: Dissipation is negligible: Maximal momentum
Diffusion constant
Kinetic relaxation rate



Chiral sound and thermodynamics
specific heat: general picture for twisted TaAs

dissipative 
regime

phonon 
dominance

chiral sound 
dominance

diffusive  
regime

reference twist of 1 degree in a rod of length L = 1 μm

twist cools: 

1. specific 
heat  
increases 

2. temperature  
drops down 

3. a few Kelvin  
effect at the 
crossover  
temperature

elasto- 
calorific 
effect

wave decays 
in half-period

dissipative seen as linear too small diffusive
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Chiral sound and thermal conductivity
Phonon conductivity:

Chiral sound conductivity:

general expression

reference twist of 1 degree  
in a rod of length L = 1 μm



—Axial-Axial-Axial (AAA) anomaly leads to the emergence of  
   the electronic chiral sound that can potentially be observed  
   in torsionally strained Weyl semimetals


— the chiral sound is a unidirectional phenomenon


— leads to a linear behavior of the specific heat


— enhances of the thermal conductivity 


Experimental verification of the exotic triple-axial anomaly 

and the reality of the elastic pseudomagnetic fields in Weyl 
semimetals.

Summary


